
Wilson Blade 98 18x20 Stringing Pattern
The Tour version of the Blade has since been retired. A 93 sq.. head with an 18x20 string pattern
has become a dinosuar in the increasingly spin-happy. Blade Product Video Wilson Video The
Blade 98S adds Spin Effect Technology in an 18x16 string pattern to deliver precision spin Blade
98 18x20$199.00.

Ordering racquets: Select from the options below to
customize your racquet. We string according to your
specifications. Follow the instructions below.
WILSON 2015 Blade 104 Tennis Racquet - Free stringing - wilson tennis pts. hl swingweight:
312 ra rating: 53 beam width: 22.5 mm string pattern: 18x19 ntrp. Wilson blade 98 18x20 (2015)
racquet review - youtube, Http://bit.ly/blade98. bit.ly/Blade98 With this update to the Blade 98
(18x20), Wilson gives expands. Now at MP Tennis are the new Wilson Two BLX and Four
BLX rackets. Blade 98 18x20 – Has a dense string pattern for maximum control and a traditional
feel.

Wilson Blade 98 18x20 Stringing Pattern
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The Wilson Blade 98 18×20 dense string pattern provides classic control
and a traditional feel. Upgraded with Parallel Drilling and Braided
Graphite + Basalt. These Wilson Tennis Rackets are designed for big
hitters looking to control their power, the Blade 98 18x20 dense string
pattern provides classic control.

This racquet provides enhanced control and precision for the modern,
aggressive game. The Blade 98 18x20 features a denser string pattern for
exceptional. Milos Raonic's racket of choice, Spin-enhancing open string
pattern for a Player Profiles - Professionals using Wilson Blade (98)
(18x20) Tennis Racquets. With the new Wilson Blade 98 18x20 Tennis
Racquet you can experience a control racquet for the modern,
aggressive game. Denser string pattern for control.
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New for 2015, the 18x20 option of the Wilson
Blade features a dense string pattern
delivering classic control for an attacking
player. 98 sq.., 11.3 oz., 316.
Designed for big hitters looking to control their power, the Blade 98
18x20 dense string pattern provides classic control and a traditional feel.
Upgraded. Designed for big hitters looking to control their power, Wilson
Blade 98 18x20 2015 dense string pattern provides classic control and a
traditional feel.. A great control racquet with its thin blade-like frame.
This racquet is great for volleys, serve, and slices with pinpoint
accuracy! This particular model is the 16x19. Milos Raonic's racquet of
choice, the all new Blade 98 is designed to provide the sweetspot and
puts a little extra pop in to the dense 18x20 string pattern. Racket of
choice for Milos Raonic, Gael Monfils, Laura Robson & Madison Keys
Wilson Blade 98 is one of the most widely used racket on ATP and
WTA tour. The 18x20 version of the Blade 98 will provide players with
a denser string pattern to emphasize and maximize the control on every
shot. Head Size: 98.

Then we looked at materials, construction, string pattern, weight, head
size and feel, Further, the BLADE 98S delivers precision spin through
Wilson's patented.

Grip size: 4 1/2" (L4)- Head rectangular shape handle/grip w/ Wilson
Cushion-Aire Perforated black synthetic replacement grip. String
pattern: 18x20. Flex RA: N/.

Wooden #Wilson sticks Cut Edge, Edge Instructions The Blade 98
18x20 features a denser string pattern for exceptional direction control
with a firmer feel.



The Wilson Blade 98 (18x20) 2015 tennis racquet gives modern and
aggressive players Receive FREE Wilson string (up to $13.99) with this
racquet.

Great selection of Wilson tennis racquets with free string labour on
unstrung the Wilson Blade 98 (18x20) dense string pattern provides
class. Head Gravity is a polyester/polyester hybrid string that uses the
same Crystal after stringing at 60 pounds in a Wilson Pro Staff 6.1 95
(16 x 18 pattern) on a 3.5 male baseliner with moderate spin using
Wilson Blade 98 (18x20) strung. Designed for big hitters looking to
control their power, the Blade 98 18×20 dense string pattern provides
classic control and a traditional feel. Upgraded. 

New for 2015, the 18x20 option of the Wilson Blade features a dense
string pattern delivering classic control for an attacking player. 98 sq..,
11.3 oz., 316. Back. Wilson Blade 98 16 x 19 String Pattern Tennis
Racquet · 2. $90.43 - $305.66 Also available in a 18x20 string pattern.
Please note that Wilson does not. A great control racquet with its thin
blade-like frame. This racquet is great for volleys, serve, and slices with
pinpoint accuracy! This particular model is the 16x19.
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NEW Wilson H22 18x20 Tennis Racquet BLX Blade 98 L4 Pro Stock Paint Wilson BLX Blade
98 16x19 String Pattern L3 (4 3/8th) Grip Size Mint Condition!
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